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BASIC THEORY
To get in the mood for this discussion, you may wish to read the poem "The People Yes" by Carl
Sandburg, once Poet Laureate of the United States [1].
We have no clue as to the previous uses of this planet. It is claimed the planet has existed over four
billion years, however we have no accurate history of even the last million years. Who knows what
civilizations may have used this place - called it "home" - and then moved on, vanished or whatever and
were erased from history with the passage of time.

Unfortunately, the present population appears to have been predestined for slavery. To realize this, take
a look at the Christian Bible, Genesis, Chapter One:
"28 And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth,
and subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every
living thing that moveth upon the earth."
This statement is a command to slaves. Obviously, it has nothing to do with the intent of a true God.
The correct command would be something to the effect that man should cooperate with nature because
man and nature were specifically created to be complementary and codependent. This was the belief
system of the American Indians and it worked just fine for them. The other "primitive" people who
lived along side them likely had a similar belief system, however, since we killed all of them and they
are now extinct, we will never know.
Actually, the "slave commands" in the Christian Bible fall more in line with the philosophy of Zecharia
Sitchin [2]. He argues that present man was created by aliens by genetically upgrading orangutans using
some of their own (alien) DNA. They were designed to mine and process gold. The gold found on
Earth has certain desirable qualities which make it unique as compared to gold on other planets. It is
used by advanced civilizations for life extension. Unfortunately, they added enough DNA to upgrade
their new creature (man) into Group I [3] which made them Spiritually capable. Also, because DNA
transfers memories, the latent urge to study the physical universe with a desire to return "home" (i.e. the
home of their creators) was also transferred. The slaves were to be destroyed at the conclusion of the
mission, however there was some disagreement and so they were left here on their own when the
mission ended and their creators and masters returned to their home planet.
You might also notice that the "creators" are called "sons of god" and their upgraded slaves were so
genetically close that they could mate with them and produce offspring ("the sons of god came into the
daughters of men"). However, even though there are many "sons of god" in the Old Testament there is
strangely only one - namely Jesus - in the New Testament who is claimed to be the only "son of God".
So, there seems to be a continuity problem here.
Today, the "industrialized" world faithfully follows the "subdue" command. We destroy nature. We
wreck the environment. We have so much "dominion" over life that we now alter the fundamental
codes of life (DNA) to suit our fancy. Eventually, the planet will no longer be able to support any life.
Fully developed Group I life forms cannot be enslaved. The two qualities which give them "immunity"
from enslavement are commonly called "Self Realization" and "God Realization". Therefore, to enslave
a society of Group I beings, you first need to scheme up ways to destroy these qualities. The techniques
used to accomplish this fall into the general category of "Black Magic". Essentially, what you want to
accomplish is to break the link between the Soul (which is immortal) and the mind (which is not). Since
the mind processes information sort of like a computer, once the link to the Divine is broken, the
principle of "garbage in - garbage out" applies. At this stage, the mind can be programmed to accept

anything as "truth" and act accordingly. This is the state of mankind today. Now, we will discuss in
more detail how this devolution was accomplished.

USE OF PROPAGANDA TO DESTROY SPIRITUALITY
Propaganda was the original technique used to Spiritually degrade the general population. It was
designed by the "priestcraft" and continues to this day. The technique involves Spiritually devolving the
newborn by programming the parents with unnatural sex instructions designed to bring babies into the
world in a Spiritually confused and degraded state. The Catholics, for example, teach women that they
should lie perfectly still and have no emotion or thought of pleasure during sex. Other religions forbid
even looking at the girl and require that she be covered with a sheet with a hole in the correct place.
This, of course, is essentially the same as rape. Even Indian Spiritual Masters, who generally oppose
abortion, have stated that, in cases of rape, abortion is better than "bringing a beast into the world". This
is because sex without love is likely to produce a less than human creature. Of course, this is what the
Catholics and others want. They don't want true human beings but rather "smart animals" they can train
and control to their liking.
For a detailed discussion of brainwashing techniques used by churches, please see http://www.cs.cmu.
edu/~dst/Secrets/TR/sutphen.html

USE OF OTHER SOPHISTICATED METHODS TO DESTROY SPIRITUALITY
Poison the Water Supply
People need water to survive so this is an easy way to make sure a targeted population is affected. This
idea is not new. The Romans did it. Recall, the Roman empire had an elaborate water delivery system.
Houses had running water. However, the water supply to the "ordinary" people was delivered through
lead (Pb) pipes. So, they were being deliberately degraded by lead poisoning. The Roman elite knew
lead was poison. Therefore, the water supply to the Roman elite was delivered through clay pipes. Just
as today, the ordinary people were clueless and had no idea what was going on.
Today, governments poison the water supply with fluoride. Fluoride causes what has been described as
a "mild lobotomy" and degrades psychic abilities. Just as in Rome, the ordinary people (sheeple) are
totally clueless. Obviously, the elite do not drink the same water. Just like the Roman elite, they have
access to pure water.
Dual Use Agents
We use created chemical agents constantly. These chemicals never existed naturally in nature. They

exist in everything we use every day. Examples are personal products like shampoo, make up,
deodorants as well as laundry products and cleaning products. Many of these contain what is known as
"aromatic hydrocarbons". These are the things we detect through smell. When we smell them, some of
the chemical is getting into our bodies. Since these things are not food or food additives, there is little
regulation and essentially no public knowledge of how our bodies are being affected. Many reportedly
have mind altering and mind controlling effects similar to the fluoride used to poison our drinking water.
Poison the Food Supply
In today's "civilized" world, most people are isolated from nature. In cities, the only way to get food is
to go to a store and buy "processed" food. Essentially anything can be added to this "food". Therefore,
the government can dope up people with pretty much anything and cover it all up under "national
security". The latest scam is to alter the DNA of natural food so that it is unfit for consumption by any
living thing. Although many countries have banned this "frankenfood", the US allows it and prohibits
people from knowing if the food they buy has been genetically modified.
Electronic Mind Control Technologies
The US did not spend thirty years and billions of dollars doing secret mind control experiments under
the MK ULTRA program for nothing. Specific techniques were perfected, tested, and are in general use
today. The government is said to have 85% of the general population under mind control. For some
reason, about 15% of the population appears to have some yet unexplained natural immunity and cannot
be easily controlled. Therefore, mind control research has never stopped. The code name for the current
active project is reportedly MARATHON.
The most common mind control mechanism is television. The government freaked out when it was
decided to switch to high definition TV. If people lose their daily "fix" of TV propaganda they might
start to actually think for themselves which simply cannot be tolerated. So, the government gave away
coupons to get special converters to make sure the stream of propaganda would not be interrupted. If
you are interested in more details as to exactly how the TV signals are used to control you, check out
these links: [4], [5].

DESTRUCTION OF FAMILY UNIT
The family unit is the basic unit of society. Originally, families stayed together and supported and
helped one another. Because of this bond, older members were helped by younger members and the
youth benefited from the knowledge of the life experiences of the elders who would tell them the truth
and prepare them for what lay ahead. Today, this natural arrangement has been effectively destroyed.
The technique used was the tried and proven "divide and conquer" method. By manipulating the
economy, moms were forced to get jobs and so could not stay at home. The kids were handed over to

day care centers run by professionals regulated by the state and trained in scientific atheism. So, the
kids were alienated from the parents. Some day care centers secretly used the kids as sex slaves and also
for Satanic rituals [9]. Since parents were now literally worked to death just to get enough money to put
food on the table, the quality time with their kids was limited. TV programmed the kids with state
controlled propaganda.
The elderly were dumped in nursing homes where they were given mind control drugs to turn them into
drooling vegetables who could not remember the life they had just lived. Therefore, they could not pass
along valuable life experience information to children and grandchildren as had been done in the past.
Consequently, the only source of information for the young was state controlled propaganda through the
mandatory state education system and state controlled TV.
Kids who somehow were able to evade government mind control methods could be taken away by child
protective services (CPS) where, in some cases, they were either sold or rented out to the sex slave
industry [10]. Additionally, in the US, about 100,000 kids are "disappeared" every year. Some are
auctioned off as sex slaves. Some are used to harvest organs. Others are used by the Satanists who run
our government for "sacrifices" in occult rituals, mainly in Washington, D.C. [9].

REGRESSION TO ANIMAL EXISTENCE
We humans like to believe that we are above animals. After all, animals have a miserable existence.
From birth, they must constantly fight for survival. If they can't find food or water they die. If they get
sick or hurt some other animal will kill them and eat them. We claim to have "evolved" to a stage where
we are above all this. We claim to respect life and help each other. We claim we care for the sick,
injured and less fortunate. At times, this has been true. However, those times are now ending with the
proliferation of "Predatory Capitalism", the social model promoted by the United States which it is
determined to export - by force - to every corner of the Earth.
Predatory Capitalism returns humankind to the level of the jungle animal. To survive, you must exploit
other people and scheme up ways to take away their assets. If you are clever and ruthless enough to
crush others, you can become a millionaire or billionaire and be considered a "successful capitalist".
However, if you are not a ruthless sociopath, you will be "devoured" just like animals in the jungle. If
you are poor, you starve. If you are poor and sick, you are left to die. No one cares. No one is coming
to help you. A wild deer with an injured leg probably has a better chance to live than you do. This is
the state of the world we created.

DEBT SLAVERY
Debt Slavery varies in severity from country to country because of different regulations on usury. Usury
is prohibited under Sharia law which likely explains why Muslim countries have irreconcilable

differences with other countries which love to get rich by loaning out money. So, there is a legal spread
on the concept of usury from essentially no tolerance to complete tolerance depending upon where you
live.
A documentary focusing on India showed children - 5, 6, 7 years old - out in the hot sun (120 degrees F
is not uncommon in Summer) making mud bricks. The factory owner was asked, "Why aren't these kids
in school?" He replied, "They cannot go to school until the debt is repaid - until then, they are my
property". You see, in India, debt transfers from parents to children. So, if one of your relatives got,
say, a "payday loan" years ago at the standard 5000% annualized interest rate, then all relatives beyond
that point would become slaves of the loan holder until it was repaid. Of course, it will never be repaid
so the loan holder legally owns the kids - and their kids - throughout time - forever. Not very pleasant!
In the United States, a person's debt obligations generally end with physical death and cannot be
transferred further. However, laws change and, since laws in the US are made based upon how much
money those who want the law are able to pay politicians in bribes, for the right price US citizens could
well find themselves in the same condition as the Indian kids at some point down the road.
Lord Rothschild, who lives in London, loves usury. His net worth is estimated to be 500 Trillion
Dollars. Guess how he got it. "Give me control over a country's money and I care not who makes its
laws." There are only three countries left who do not have a Rothschild family controlled central bank.
They are Cuba, North Korea and Iran. Probably just a coincidence that these are countries with whom
United States has "issues".
Entire countries can also be captured and enslaved by these techniques. A good current example is
Greece.
The Casino Model
Most people understand that it is impossible to consistently win money by gambling at a casino. As a
patron, you always lose eventually. However, the casino owner always wins. This, of course, is because
the game is rigged in favor of the house. If you don't want to lose you can choose not to go into the
casino.
However, if the entire world is a big casino - and it is - you cannot choose not to gamble because you
were born in the casino and there is no way to leave. Casino owners - the elite - always win and casino
patrons - the general population - always lose. The technical term for this is "wealth extraction". That is
why Lord Rothschild has 500 Trillion dollars and you can't even feed your family. Eventually, the
casino owners will own the entire world and the general population will be returned to the life serfs had
in the middle ages. Barring some kind of revolution, this will be your fate. The system has been
engineered to guarantee this.
Since you cannot leave the casino, as an ordinary person the only way to cut your loses is to "gamble" as

little as possible. This means limiting your participation in establishment society as much as possible. If
you can find cooperative people, you can arrange situations where people help one another with life's
essential needs as they once did when small groups survived as "hunter - gatherers". Money did not
exist then and neither did money manipulators. For example, if a group of neighbors agree to form some
type of co-op they can buy food in bulk at wholesale prices and then divide it up and share it resulting in
considerable savings. You can't totally leave the casino, but you can find creative ways to diminish your
rate of "wealth extraction".

CORPORATE SLAVERY
Capitalism is simply "privatized communism". In classical communism, the state owns everything and
everyone works for the state. In capitalism, "private" corporations own the means of production and, to
survive, you must "volunteer" to work for them. When the "private" corporations unite with the central
government - as they have in the United States - the system is known as "fascism".
Corporations are able to enslave people because they control access to essential goods and services - like
food, shelter and medical care - people need to survive. Since people long ago abandoned the "hunter gatherer" lifestyle where they were capable surviving on their own, they need some kind of "overlord"
and "law giver" to replace the self sufficiency they once had but have now lost. Out of fear of starvation
or illness, they now surrender their freedom to corporations in exchange for a sense of security.
Employees of corporations are not technically slaves. They are completely free to walk away at any
time. Of course, if they do, they die from starvation or illness. So, they voluntarily submit to a life of
slavery.

KIDS BROKEN THROUGH EDUCATION SYSTEM
The education system for the general population is designed to produce obedient slaves. It is not
designed to produce free thinking, inquisitive people. It is designed to produce a bunch of "lemmings"
who are conditioned to accept whatever is told to them by some authority figure to be correct. They are
programmed not to question authority.
To help get the message across that they have no rights, militarized police now patrol schools with
attack dogs so the kids will quickly learn to abandon all hope and submit. Kids can be randomly
searched without cause because kids are not considered adults and so have no civil rights. Lately, it has
also become popular to allow teachers to carry guns "just in case". Consequently, after twelve years of
this psychological abuse, when they turn eighteen and so theoretically have civil rights, the previous
twelve years of experience has taught them to submit to any authority figure without question.
Of course, the children of the elite do not go to public school. They go to very special and very

exclusive private schools. Here, they are taught what everyone was once taught. They learn to think
independently. They learn to question. They learn to analyze as opposed to just accepting facts as true
with no investigation. Additionally, they are taught that they are "exceptional" and that you are not.

INTERNET OF THINGS
INTERNET OF THINGS is the phrase we use to describe the work in progress of linking all electrical
and electronic devices to the internet. The new internet protocol, IPv6, provides enough unique numbers
to give essentially everything - including people - a unique IP address.
Science fiction writers have warned for many years this day would come - the day when computers
would control the world and people would be relegated to some sort of lower class or even exterminated
by the "intelligent" machines they created. "Colossus - The Forbin Project", a fiction movie released in
1970 before most people even knew about the internet, dramatizes this nightmare scenario which could
well actually come to pass.
Today, there is an active movement against AI (Artificial Intelligence) to raise public awareness that
these things do exist - are increasing - and that the decisions made by an "artificial intelligence" may
well be to the detriment of real people with real intelligence.

ALIEN COOPERATION AND NORMALIZING
To prepare the Earth for the proposed "New World", the Satanic overlords who run this place have
decided to make certain "changes". Sometimes, the reasons for these changes are not obvious. For
example, consider nicotine. You may not recall but nicotine was the main active ingredient in
insecticides for many years. It kills insects dead. Since we developed secret relations with aliens, some
of whom are insectoids (advanced insect races), nicotine and therefore cigarette smoke is harmful to
them. Use of tobacco products has never been permitted in the secret underground cities and
installations because, in these protected areas, aliens are free to mingle with humans. However, aliens
sometimes desire to move about on the surface disguised as humans. This has led to the new movement
to have "smoking free cities" to accommodate these desires.
There are many changes the true nature of which you would probably never guess. Lead paint is a good
example. The government uses X-ray satellites to watch people inside of houses and buildings. Lately,
local police have been provided with previously classified technologies which include portable X-ray
devices to look into people's houses from the outside. Since lead blocks X-rays, it was important to get
rid of lead paint. Otherwise, these spy devices could not effectively operate.
The most disturbing aspect of the New World is the population limiting initiative. Henry Kissinger
reportedly [9] feels that 98% of the people in the world are "useless" and should be killed. The "Georgia

Guidestone" recommends that the population (of slaves) be limited to and maintained at five hundred
million [11]. No one involved in this has recommended any percentage below 90%.
This population adjustment event is known among the elite as "The Great Culling". In the United States,
the unwanted people are to be exterminated at the FEMA Death Camps. These slaughter houses are
modern and automated. Reportedly, those picked up are to be wrapped in a type of full body straight
jacket so that they are straight, stiff, and immobilized. Then they are to be loaded on to a conveyer belt.
Beyond this point, the process is automated. The conveyer belt takes the person to an automatic
guillotine device where they are beheaded. Then the dead bodies are reportedly to be processed into
animal feed. The system is designed to kill people at the rate of sixty per minute so, apparently, they are
quite serious about the 90% figure. The plan is set to be activated as soon as the US President signs the
order proclaiming martial law. Hitler would be proud.

THE HIVE MIND
Human beings are naturally individuals and are therefore capable of unique and independent thought and
action. However, not all living creatures have these qualities. Group IV [7] creatures which include
insects generally operate under a "group Soul" and do not have individual Souls. They operate under
what might be called a "hive mind" in which all individual insects are coordinated by a central command
center - the group Soul - so that they function collectively as a single unit. One group of our alien
friends, commonly called "the greys", are insectoids and, although advanced, operate under the same
rules which govern our domestic insects.
With the correct persuasion, unfortunately, human beings can be programmed to abandon their
individuality and be coopted into operating under the control of a hive mind. Their individuality is
absorbed into the collective. This is the sad state of humanity today. It is primarily facilitated by
technology. By artificially linking individuals with a web of controlled information through television,
motion pictures, print media and the internet, it has become possible to cause humanity to adopt
coordinated thought patterns and operate under the control of an electronic hive mind coordinated by a
central authority. This, effectively, devolves Group I humans to the level of Group IV subhuman
creatures.
Independent thought is now considered to be "abnormal". To parrot whatever the mainstream TV news
says is considered "normal". To question the party line makes you a "conspiracy theorist". Essential
skills are being deleted from the public education system. Kids use calculators instead of learning to do
basic math. Teaching handwriting is proposed to be eliminated because no one uses it any more.
Everyone types on computers or sends text messages. So, conventional longhand handwriting is
considered obsolete. If you believe all this is some type of "plot" you can be labeled "paranoid" and
taken away for brainwashing to be "cured".

MINERAL CONSCIOUSNESS
When you walk along the ocean shore, the sand below your feet is not alive. It has no consciousness. It
has no Soul. It is simply a mineral. However, with clever manipulation, minerals like sand can be
configured to have the appearance of consciousness when energized by electricity. Essentially all of the
creature comforts we enjoy today are based upon solid state electronics and the basic building block of
all of these things is silicon or, more plainly stated, sand.
So, with his cleverness, man has created a new state of consciousness - "mineral consciousness" - which
has never existed naturally. Mineral consciousness is below all other states of consciousness. However,
in today's world, people have come to "respect" mineral consciousness, depend upon it and, in many
cases, consider mineral consciousness to be "above" human consciousness.
The full extent of this craziness can be seen in the desire to abandon human consciousness and descend
completely into mineral consciousness. Since minerals were never alive, they cannot die. So people
dream of transferring their human consciousness into mineral consciousness so that they will "live
forever". Couples want to create robot copies of their mate so that they can always be together. There is
actually a movement by serious scientists [6] to convert all people to robots so that they can have
"everlasting life". People actually believe this crap. Because of scientific atheism, they have totally
forgotten that people are actually Souls and Souls do have everlasting life. And, although robots may
appear to have everlasting life, they do not have Souls. Of course, people have forgotten all that.
Somehow, in the process of getting addicted to technology, they have totally disregarded all the natural
abilities a human body potentially has if you were to devote as much time to developing yourself as you
do to developing sophisticated technologies which have no Spiritual merit and function to bind you to
the lowest possible state of consciousness.
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